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Your New Stand
1.
Your slot machine stand is constructed from 3/4 inch oak veneer (or birch veneer). The trim is solid oak,
maple or poplar depending on availability at the time of its construction.
2.

The wood frame is held together with SPAX, T20 screws and Titebond III glue.

3.
No particle board is ever used. No nails are used. The stand is accessible and viewable from 360 degrees.
There is no "masonite" panel or flimsy covering on the back of the stand facing the wall.
4.
The base is constructed with or without a wooden access block. If it is present, then it can be removed with
a simple Phillips screwdriver. The panel is not glued to the under frame. Access to the interior of the stand allows
one to mount an outlet, line cord or switch panel onto the stand by way of the inside access region. (Have a qualified
electrician perform any of these tasks as requested by you, the owner.)
5.
Your stand has been sanded with 60, 150 and then 220 grit sandpaper. It has been carefully painted with at
least 3 coats (if this was a request) with a water-based, low VOC, gloss enamel paint.
6.
The paint has been covered with several 3X Varathane coatings. Each coat has been allowed to dry
thoroughly before the next coat was applied to form a hard shell, water-resistant to small spills.
7.
Please allow the entire finish of your new slot machine stand to dry in the interior of your game
room/residence for at least a week before placing the heavy slot machine on the top surface. Use a rubber mat,
cloth mat or any other protective mat to prevent scratches or marring to the stand's surface.
8.
For any scratches, dings, or nicks, use a paint that is the same color as the stand's color. If it is plain wood,
use 3X Varathane to touch up the scratched regions. Let it dry.
9.
The stand was constructed on a level floor. It is true to level within 1/128th of an inch. If the stand rocks
slightly, use a felt furniture pad (on a hard floor). Pads have already been attached to your stand prior to delivery.
Or, use screw-type levelers (often used on stoves and refrigerators.) These are available from any home center.
They are not provided with your stand.
10.
Clean the stand with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use abrasive cleaners or dry cleansers. Do not use scouring
pads or metal brushes on the wood surface. Keep this stand indoors, away from moist environments or any outside
weather influences. A simple beeswax application (available from many woodworking retail outlets) should be made at
least once per month. Buff the wood exterior with a soft cloth (not a paper towel, as it will scratch the finish.)
11.
The stand can easily hold 500 pounds when the load is carefully centered on the stand's base. Most slot
machines however, range from 150 pounds to 275 pounds. Thus, your stand will easily hold and maintain a typical slot
machine's additional weight for many years without difficulty.
12.
DO NOT OVERLOAD this slot machine stand! Place this stand against a wall, or in a corner away from line
cords, windows, doors and other trip hazards. Pad the sides with furniture protectors if it is positioned against a
wall to prevent damage to both the wall and stand (highly recommended). Use pads if the stand will be on a hardwood
or tile floor. Do not use this stand as a chair, ladder or stepstool. It is not designed for any person to play on or to
use as a climbing tool.
13.
California Antique Slots, Inc. is not responsible for any injury/death resulting from the misuse and/or abuse
of this wooden stand, or use other than it was designed or intended for, or unauthorized repairs or other additional
constructions made to this stand. Your stand contains no user-serviceable parts.
14.

Thank you for being our client! Thomas R. Baker - California Antique Slots, Inc.

